
The Kanektok or “Chosen River” is one of Alaska's great 

fishing destinations and as such many an angler has found 

themselves spending hours pouring over all the available 

literature about these fabled waters. Most often the result 

of this endeavor is that one find's oneself imagining 

beautifully spotted leopard rainbow trout or powerful 

pacific salmon, "dancing" on the end of their line. Now 

Alaska Rainbow Adventures can help facilitate this dream 

with one of our comfortable deluxe Alaska float trips on 

this truly wilderness waterway This float trip is an great 

way to experience the phenomenal variety of fishing the 

Kanektok River offers as you float and fish 90-miles of river 

and take in first hand how the personality of the Kanektok 

river changes as you travel from the headwaters to the 

Bering Sea with some of the best sport fishing in the 

world! 

Getting There: Our Kanektok river float trips start and end 

from the Kuskokwim river village of Bethel, Alaska which 

can be accessed from Anchorage on scheduled jet service 

on Alaska Airlines. You can fly in the night before and stay 

at the Lakeside inn or catch the early morning flight on 

Alaska Airlines. Wherever you decide to do, call the folks at 

Ptarmigan Air at (907) 543-5275 and let them know your 

plans, they can pick you up when you arrive and take you 

to their staging area and then fly you to Pagati Lake to 

begin your trip with Alaska Rainbow Adventures.  Please 

note that while we like to meet our guests in Bethel it is 

not always possible and we may have preceded you by a 

day to the river to best utilize time and the available 

aircraft necessary for the trip.

Which trip is right for you?  The fourth of July start date 

on the Kanektok is perfect for the angler wishing to target 

an variety of species on one trip. You will fly to the 

headwaters of the Kanektok via chartered float plane from 

the village of Bethel, Alaska.  Then for the next eight days 

you will float, camp and fish the river, taking on 

opportunities to bring to hand abundant Sockeye and 

Chum Salmon and even the "king" of Pacific Salmon the 

mighty Chinook!.  Additional variety can be had in 

pursuing available sea run Dolly Varden/Char, Lake Trout, 

Grayling, and the Kanektok's beautifully colored and 

spotted  mouse eating Leopard Rainbow’s.

Kanektok River Start Dates

July 4th, 2018 or Eight Days / Seven Nights  $5495.00 pp or Ten Days / Nine Nights  

$6095.00 pp from Bethel, Alaska

Call to check on space availability for these dates 1-907-357-0251

 September 10, 2018  
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In the Fall the Kanektok's voracious rainbows 

have had a whole summer of feeding to fatten up 

and fill out, many easily growing to double the size 

they were in spring, and it is at this time they are 

truly at their prime. It is our September 10th start 

date that brings the seriously addicted rainbow 

angers to Alaska and in particular to  the Kanektok 

in search of these trophy's. Be it drifting flesh or 

egg patterns, on top with mouse patterns such as 

Morrish's Mouse, the Blair Mouse project or other 

rodent patterns. Toss in unusually large numbers 

of voracious "WOG"  crushing Coho's, un-

countable numbers of  Dollies and other available 

species, yes the fishing is pretty much off the 

charts on this near hundred mile float through Fly 

Fishing heaven! 

We offer one style of trip on the Kanektok river 

and this is a modified version of our "Fisherman's 

Deluxe & Fisherman's Standard Trips" with all the 

features of an fisherman's standard trip and the 

two anglers per boat feature of the fisherman's 

deluxe package.  Questions? Call us  for more 

information.

We like to also refer to these as our "Alaska 

Lodge Style Float Trips" because the 

accommodations are like no other you will find on 

an Alaska float trip anywhere. Our Kanektok trips 

feature spacious, high quality tents made right 

here in Alaska for Alaska conditions each of these 

tents is used to house two anglers in which you 

can stand in comfortably and come equipped with 

cots, and chairs providing you ample space for 

your gear, as well as a comfortable retreat should 

the weather become inclement. Also on these trips 

is our custom built large gathering / dinning tent 

with screen room capable of holding the entire 

group for dining or as a gathering area.  All guests 

are welcome to hang out in this common space for 

drinks, fly tying and socializing. Other comforts 

such as available hot showers (just ask), toilet 

facilities and other little touches that make an 

Alaska Rainbow Adventures trip a cut above all 

others. Kanektok River



The Kanektok River - Can one float ninety miles and just fish 

a mouse? 

Flowing some ninety miles from Kagati and Pegati Lakes to 

the Village of Quinhagak on the Bering Sea Coastline, the 

Kanektok River has long been known among Trout 

Aficionados as an amazing fishery for the much acclaimed 

Alaskan Leopard Rainbow Trout, the Kanektok has the 

distinction of being on the bucket list of many Anglers, 

which speaks volumes as to its reputation. Given the length 

of the float, the vistas and sights, numerous channels and 

braids, as well as the availability of sterling campsites, no 

two trips down this river are the same. 

Like its sister rivers the Goodnews and Togiak, the Kanektok 

possesses monster runs of sea run Dolly Varden/Arctic Char 

as well as superfluous Arctic Grayling in the 18"-22" range. 

Also renowned for amazing runs of Coho (Silver) Salmon , 

as well as jaw dropping availability of Chinook (King) 

Salmon and non-stop Sockeye Salmon action, all 

depending on the time of year one chooses to float the 

river. The Kanektok is renowned for its prime "Mousing" 

water, and it is no secret that many anglers have spent near 

the entire ninety miles using some version of this pattern to 

bring large Rainbows and Char to hand, at times cast after 

cast. 

The Kanektok is one of Alaska’s most productive and 

diverse fisheries, intimate and small for the first few days, 

fishing well for the species that frequent this section of the 

river then becoming braided offering idyllic and wade able 

rainbow water after which you reach the lower thirty or so 

miles of perfect salmon water, truly an Epic Alaskan 

wilderness fishing experience. The multitude of campsite 

options predicates that the fishing from each evenings 

camp will be more than memorable, and quite likely will 

result in much rollicking around the fire that night, 

rehashing the Fish Tales with the opportunity to create 

more, within a few steps of the campfire
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